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The Prophet 2019-09-17
you were made to prophesy if you long for an authentic encounter with
god if you want to know more about hearing gods voice if youve been
searching for a sound resource on biblical prophecy this book is for you
in these groundbreaking pages internationally known prophet and
bestselling author of the seer james goll offers a comprehensive and
revelatory work that will connect you to the speaking voice of the holy
spirit in powerful new ways receive and release the gift of prophecy
gain practical insight on hearing and knowing gods voice access biblical
teaching on the role of a prophet in the body of christ discover the
distinction between prophets and seers in the bible understand the
anatomy of a prophetic word avoid common pitfalls of prophetic ministry
these words from a respected general of the prophetic movement are
saturated with divine empowerment activating a generation to declare
words from heaven with power integrity and accuracy begin growing in
your prophetic ability today

The Lifestyle of a Prophet 2013-05-01
accessible guide from bestselling author for embracing the prophetic
calling internationally respected prophet and bestselling author james w
goll offers a readable practical approach to the prophetic gifting
centered around a unique hands on 21 day guide he helps believers
develop the intimacy with god essential to hearing his voice clearly and
correctly and then proclaiming his words faithfully through
illustrations from his own life and those of john daniel and ezekiel
goll exposes common misconceptions the successes and failures of gifted
people throughout church history and wisdom from the trenches of the
prophetic devotional prayers and reflection questions follow each
chapter a must have resource for those in prophetic ministry and all who
work with them

The Feeler 2021-03-09
james goll is one of the most accurate prophets i know sid roth it s
supernatural the scriptures give us a full color picture of a god who is
moved by emotions such as yearning love and compassion our human
emotions reflect the emotional qualities of our creator who made us in
his own image feelings have a vital place in any believer s life not
just in those who have a more sensitive nature due to their
personalities the feeler by james w goll delivers a remarkable biblical
perspective on our emotions and how they help us to discern and act on
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god s voice we experience the love joy and presence of god with our
feelings our emotions have an impact on our bodies our level of holiness
our relationships and our decisions the bible tells us we need to have
our senses trained to discern good and evil hebrews 5 14 nasb what are
we training both our natural senses and our spiritual senses our
physical senses with the addition of knowing correspond to our spiritual
senses in these ways eyes sight visions and dreams ears hearing voices
and sounds heart touch emotions and feelings tongue taste good and evil
nose smell good and bad mind knowing divine thoughts and impressions
this book will show you how to listen for and recognize the often subtle
ways god s spirit speaks to believers as well as how to discern good and
evil spirits with consecrated gifts and senses you can reach out to the
body of christ and to the world at large in both spiritual and practical
ways making you much better equipped to fulfill your role as an
ambassador of the gospel

Strike the Mark 2019-05-07
prayers that strike the mark are specific prayers authorized by the holy
spirit and endowed with divine power to accomplish the will of god in
your life and for the needs of the world on the cross jesus fulfilled
the ultimate answer to all of our prayers but he awaits our invitation
to come into our situations and circumstances when people of prayer
intercede they create a meeting place between the heavenly father and
his children god comes upon the person who is praying and moves them
from the natural to the supernatural empowered by god the intercessor
has the authority to cut down enemy forces and pick out targets for god
s lightning bolts of glory bringing victory and breakthrough
intercession could be called extreme prayer because it links extreme
needs with the extraordinary power of god inserting ourselves into the
gap between god and a need we call upon the holy spirit our helper who
is ready to move us from finite ability to infinite ability take hold of
difficult situations and help accomplish the will of god we have the
great honor of being called to paint targets on cities churches
ministries family members contemporary sauls those who persecute or
cause difficulty and even ourselves our believing persistent prayers
will strike the mark he covers his hands with the lightning and commands
it to strike the mark job 36 32 nasb

The Lost Art of Pure Worship 2012-06-19
worship the key is your worship of the lord bringing you closer to him
is it everything he is worthy of receiving the lost art of pure worship
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is a gathering of great spiritual leaders who share their unique
experiences and desires about the precious act of worshiping a worthy
heavenly father james w goll premier voice in the global prophetic and
prayer and worship movements is joined by four other spiritual
powerhouses to provide inspiration and insights about praise and worship
contributors include chris dupre great song writer seasoned worship
leader and teacher on the father s heart of god jeff deyo former lead
singer of renowned christian band sonic flood song writer and leader of
the pure worship institute sean feucht young leader of burn 24 7 brings
a next generation voice julie meyer one of the best worship leaders and
prophetic voices from the international house of prayer world in kansas
city together these four voices direct you into practical truths passion
with a purpose and experience in pure worship to the one true god the
lost art of pure worship adds depth to individual worship as well as the
global worship movement and tools for local churches the lost art of
pure worship completes james goll s inspiring the lost arttrilogy series
first was thought provoking the lost art of intercession followed by the
spirit searching the lost art of practicing his presence originally
titled wasted on jesus this series has been used by individuals groups
and churches to revive three vitally important aspects of every believer
s spiritual life

Angelic Encounters 2013-07-29
divusing scripture church history testimonies and personal experience
the golls describe the different categories of angels explains their
ministry as god s agents and shows how to perceive and engage them div

Finding Hope 2015-11-01
how do you cope let alone rebuild your life after a series of trials
stressful difficulties and traumatic experiences is there life after
tragedy and how do you move forward into a meaningful life filled with
purpose and identity noted author james w goll takes us on his personal
journey of facing three bouts with cancer the death of his beloved
spouse becoming a single parent overwhelming debt intense sorrow being
left with many profound questions all while being exposed to public
scrutiny as he carried on a global ministry james shares his story and
unpacks wisdom gained when the bottom fell out of his world in finding
hope learn how you can catch the little foxes that lead to downward
spiralsnavigate through the stages of forced changemaintain your faith
that god is good no matter what comestell your heart to sing againnever
never never give upbecome a hope ambassador and much moredeeply personal
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and intensely practical finding hope will give you useful tools whether
for yourself or someone you love you can rediscover life after tragedy

Passionate Pursuit 2015-01-09
discover the heart of god you were created with an internal void that
only god himself can fill the depth of your hunger for god is the length
of your reach to him you can be as close to god as you want to be are
these statements mere clichés or do they point to a truth that is so
profound it should be the main focus of our life the mighty god of the
universe is also your heavenly father who loves you deeply he
understands you inside and out and he desires for you to know him
personally too author james w goll joyfully guides you past the clichés
and into the spiritual reality of knowing god s heart through an
intentional ongoing relationship with him passionate pursuit shows you
how to open your heart to encounter the living lord as your discovery of
god unfolds and your relationship with him deepens you will be surprised
and delighted to hear his voice to learn from him and to touch his heart
you will be filled with the life of god and you will always desire to
come back for more in the process you will gradually be transformed to
become like him and to reflect his image to others

Praying with God's Heart 2018-10-02
what if there was a key that made every prayer more effective something
that would bring all prayers into agreement with the heart of god every
single time this type of praying does exist says bestselling author and
prophetic leader james w goll and it s called prophetic intercession it
is the humble act of holding the needs of people before god while
leaning into god s heart for them there is nothing mystical or elite
about this kind of praying and it s for the new christian and the most
seasoned prayer warrior all you need is to learn to lean into your
heavenly father and pray what you see and hear in alignment with his
heart empowered by the holy spirit god wants you to align your heart
with his he wants you to pray more effectively in these turbulent times
and he wants you to help usher in the fullness of his purposes on the
earth are you ready

The Lost Art of Practicing His Presence
2006-01-28
the presence of god is meant to be more than just an occasional event
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during sunday morning worship you are meant to live in god s presence in
the lost art of practicing his presence james w goll uncovers ancient
and nearly forgotten keys to deeper intimacy with christ jesus while
revealing the ease of working with christ instead of for him through
this book you will rediscover the lost precepts of biblical meditation
contemplative prayer and waiting on the lord and learn how to apply them
in your own life most importantly you will gain inspiration for your own
intimate walk and the courage to spread the fire his presence to
everyone around you the lost art of practicing his presence also
includes a modern language translation of the practice of the presence
of god by brother lawrence an inspiration to james goll this 15th
century believer has inspired generations of christians with his simple
life and profound writings on the nature and presence of the lord

The Seer Devotional And Journal 2011-07-28
make the journey even more exciting with this 40 day journal goll s the
seer gives practical revelation to the role of the seer which is open to
everyone it brings the reader into an entirely new dimension of
communication with god the questions and meditations in this companion
guide put the book s principles into true life application it will help
you practice intimacy with god and experience the power of that
fellowship take a 40 day journey toward a new dimension of christian
life meditate on the principles of the book apply the patterns of
scripture to your life appropriate god s anointing to a higher level
journal your steps of growth and victory this journal and study guide
can be used by individuals or in small groups while reading the seer it
is also a great follow up to the book

Releasing Spiritual Gifts Today 2016-01-18
god wants you to experience the great wonder of moving in and through
his grace on a daily basis that s why this book isn t just about how to
discover your spiritual gifts or even how to receive them it s about how
to release them give them away the spirit is demonstrating god s
supernatural power through his church today as realms of his glory are
released on a global basis all of god s gifts are still fully
operational and every single believer is designed to flow in the river
of god fulfilling his or her destiny in releasing spiritual gifts today
you ll learn the way the holy spirit moves and how he operates through
spiritual gifts then you ll explore the nine most widely recognized
gifts these are not the only gifts god gives his children but they are
vital to understand and then activate according to his leading for the
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fulfillment of the great commission this book is filled with examples of
how spiritual gifts have been used in action both within the pages of
the bible and in contemporary times god desires to pour out his gifts on
his people today in even greater degrees of impact and authority
discover what the lord wants to do for you and through you by releasing
spiritual gifts in a mighty outpouring of his love grace and power

Revival Breakthrough 2022-08-30
a powerful supernatural journey james goll reveals god s clear pattern
of revival enter into the fires of revival and be part of the next great
awakening mike bickle revival breakthrough preparing for seasons of
glory awakening and great harvest takes you on a powerful supernatural
journey that will lead to an unprecedented outpouring of god s spirit
the times of deep darkness we are facing on earth today are a backdrop
for a great saturation of god s light and an imminent display of his
glory we are headed into seasons not just days of unprecedented shaking
and unprecedented revival running side by side in this book best selling
author james goll highlights moves of the holy spirit in scripture and
church history that teach vital lessons for today the significance of
prayer the prophetic and god s presence for awakening choice prophetic
words from generals in the body of christ about the coming great harvest
what it means to be possessed by god and a gatekeeper of his presence
the next move of the spirit will produce the largest harvest of souls in
the history of the church we can partner with the holy spirit to create
an opening for god s presence revival and harvest to manifest in this
world then the spirit and the bride will cry out in complete unity come
lord jesus let s believe big let s prepare for god s glory to be
restored to his church and the world

The Lost Art of Intercession 2016-02-16
the supernatural bridge that connects heaven to earth fire shall be kept
burning continually on the altar it is not to go out leviticus 6 13 if
you desire to have a burning passion for prayer and to see authentic
revival sweep the land it s time for you to rediscover the lost art of
intercession unfortunately many christians falsely believe that
intercession is a practice reserved for a select spiritual few through
his timeless work respected prophet and author james w goll reveals how
intercession is a powerful tool for every believer to unlock
supernatural power and authority in heavenly places learn how
intercession gives you a place of spiritual favor before heaven and
earth empowers you to pray in alignment with god s heart and unleash
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kingdom solutions into your life enables you to plead your case and make
appeals in the courts of heaven ushers you into a lifestyle where
supernatural encounters start becoming normal get ready to be mentored
in the kind of prayer that partners with god to transform your world

The Beginner's Guide to Hearing God 2008-04-01
does god really speak today will he speak personally to me if i listen
will i understand what he says for those desiring to hear god this book
will show how anyone can both listen and speak to god in order to grow
in our relationship with god we must draw near to him trusting that he
wants to speak to us personally find out how in the beginner s guide to
hearing god in this hands on guide jim goll clearly lays out biblical
principles for listening to god with real life illustrations that will
inspire and excite readers to listen more closely with expectant hearts
discover how to move from a hard to receive htr position to one goll
calls easy to receive etr learn how to overcome personal obstacles that
block god s voice and avoid being misled by words that aren t truly
coming from him for beginners and those who have been listening to god
for years

Lost Art of Intercession Expanded Edition
2007-04-28
over two hundred and fifty years ago this verse was burned into the
hearts of moravian refugees in the tiny community of herrnhut in eastern
germany their commitment to restore the watch of the lord through 24
hours of unbroken prayer and intercession continued for more than 100
years god is calling his warriors once again to mount the watch of the
lord when god s people send up the incense of prayer and worship god
will send down supernatural power anointing and acts of intervention
author james w goll combined with the writings of e m bounds paints an
inspiring picture of prophetic clarity and prayerful urgency that sound
god s clarion call to his church now is the time to mount the walls with
prayer and praise and restore the lost art of intercession

Intercession 2011-07-28
the words of the intercessor are a power force for healing the wounds of
the past and shaping the course of history this book will help the
intercessor release those words into the heavens and bring down god s
will on earth goll shifts the focus of intercession away from the
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typical shot gun approach of praying for the whole world in a single
prayer at the same time he impressively portrays how you can focus your
prayer on what god desires as opposed to what you need

Hearing God's Voice Today 2016-08-16
practical help for recognizing and listening to god s voice bestselling
author james goll takes readers on an adventure into the heart of what
it means to hear god and how to do it over the course of this journey
both beginners and those who have been listening to god for years will
explore biblical principles about prayer starting from square one real
life illustrations inspire and excite readers to have expectant hearts
by learning to draw near to god trust that he wants to speak overcome
obstacles that block his voice avoid being misled by words not coming
from him cultivate a lifestyle of hearing him god is speaking to you
today grow in assurance that he wants you to hear

Prophetic Revelation Interactive Manual
2020-09-15
an interactive guide to hearing from god after centuries of neglect the
church is re awakening to the fact that god does still speak today and
he desires to have a personal relationship with his people in fact
journaling is a historically tried and trusted tool used to receive
retain and properly steward the voice of god in this bible based
interactive journal james goll writes with clarity and authority the
scribe includes a step by step process designed to help you grow in
greater intimacy with the holy spirit do you want to grow in your
capacity to interpret revelation do you want to deepen your prayer life
then the scribe was written with you in mind learn how to discern what
god is communicating through supernatural experiences document holy
spirit s revelation through the power of journaling acquire greater
wisdom from the lessons of life s journey experience the presence of
jesus in your everyday life if you long to hear from god this
interactive manual is a powerful resource to equip you in your pursuit
of him start encountering god in exciting new ways today

The Prophetic Intercessor 2007-04
prophetic intercession has caught fire as god s people learn the power
of praying his promises back to him in this extraordinary book james
goll draws from the stories of elijah who travailed for rain and anna
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the praying prophetess whose intercession prepared the way for the
messiah to illustrate the biblical mandate for intercessory prayer james
tells his own gripping life changing experience of how god gave him and
his wife four children after years of barrenness and he uses this
testimony as a metaphor for what god can do for dying churches and
hopeless circumstances when christians lay claim to god s promises
readers will gain a fresh vision after reading the prophetic intercessor
for the importance of intercessory prayer for themselves their churches
and the world

Tell Your Heart to Sing Again 2020-06-02
there is hope for you how do you cope let alone rebuild your life after
a series of trials stressful difficulties and traumatic experiences is
there life after tragedy how do you move forward into a meaningful life
filled with purpose and destiny noted author james w goll takes us on
his personal journey of facing three bouts with cancer the death of his
beloved spouse becoming a single parent overwhelming debt intense sorrow
being left with many profound questions all while being exposed to
public scrutiny as he carried on a global ministry james shares his
story and unpacks wisdom gained when the bottom fell out of his world in
tell your heart to sing again learn how you can catch the little foxes
that lead to downward spirals navigate through the stages of forced
change maintain your faith that god is good no matter what comes never
never never give up become a hope ambassador and much more deeply
personal and intensely practical tell your heart to sing again will give
you useful tools whether for you or someone you love you can rediscover
life after tragedy

The Discerner 2017-11-16
i want to do more than hear a word from god i want to become that word
that is revelation s ultimate purpose for the word to become flesh james
gollwhat is prophetic revelation from god and what is the believer s
role in receiving and activating it james goll author of the best seller
the seer explains that although some believers are especially gifted as
prophets every follower of jesus receives the gifts of revelation and
discernment and every believer needs to use them in fact without
discernment and sensitivity to the holy spirit we cannot progress in our
use of any of the gifts and callings with clear explanations scriptural
illustrations and real life contemporary stories goll demonstrates how
we can receive revelation through the natural senses of sight hearing
touch smell and taste and how to open ourselves up to the comparable
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supernatural senses through which god wants to speak he also removes
uncertainty about how to discern revelation and test the spirits so that
every believer can fulfill their ultimate purpose extending jesus
powerful kingdom on earth the discerner is both a wonderful introduction
to the prophetic lifestyle and a challenging call for those already
immersed in prophetic revelation

Prayer Storm 2011-07-28
without a concerted storm of prayer around the clock and around the
globe we cannot expect to see revival in our time updating the model of
the moravians in hernnhut germany two centuries ago james goll lays out
a plan for today an internet based community of intercessors who commit
to pray one hour per week for 1 revival in the church 2 youth awakening
3 israel and 4 major crises god does nothing but in answer to prayer
said john wesley this first book in the prayer storm series helps to
raise up a new worldwide band of fervent intercessors

Prophetic Foundations Study Guide 2013-04-25
this prophetic foundations study guide is part of the chamber of
revelation series equipping a prophetic army the lessons include a
biblical history of the prophetic intimacy in the prophetic seven
expressions of the prophetic the prophetic song of the lord responding
to revelation and more the teachings in this systematic series will help
make sure your foundation in the prophetic is sure this study guide is
great for individual study in your own home with a small group or in a
classroom setting it also serves as part of the core curriculum for a
course by the same title in our god encounters training eschool of the
heart visit geteschool com for more info at the end of each detailed
lesson are simple questions for your reflection and review as you work
through these lessons and put them into practice you will have a solid
framework for growing in intimacy with god through expanding your
experience in the prophetic

Living a Supernatural Life 2013-09-23
looking for signs of life believers around the world are experiencing
god s kingdom in a real and transformative way through the supernatural
power of the holy spirit working in and through their lives yet some are
uncertain about the purpose of signs wonders and miracles in our modern
age of doubt living a supernatural life is a guide to understanding the
spirit s power in our time and a handbook for participating in his work
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this book is a challenge to all believers to become more like jesus in
character and action totally dependent on the holy spirit by living as
jesus did you will witness the light of god s spirit defeating the
darkness often in miraculous ways find out how to live in the reality of
the supernatural realm attuned in mind and heart to god s kingdom coming
in power through the holy spirit living in you

The Coming Israel Awakening 2009-03
as the church cries to god on israel s behalf the land of israel will
awaken and god will move powerfully among the jewish people worldwide

God Encounters Today 2017-06-20
as you read god encounters today your appetite for gods presence will
grow beyond measure the holy spirit will minister to you as you press in
for more of his presence get ready for a visitation heidi baker author
of birthing the miraculous you were created to encounter god
christianity was never meant to be a dry religious system your
relationship with god is not just a list of rules or a get out of hell
free pass god is inviting you into supernatural encounters with his
presence and power today james goll is an internationally respected
prophet whose revelatory teaching ushers people into the supernatural
realities he writes about in god encounters today james shares powerful
biblical teaching on the different kinds of amazing spiritual encounters
you should expect as a christ follower learn how to position yourself to
experience the supernatural realms of god biblically define what god
encounters look like so you have clear vision for what you are pursuing
access and recognize different kinds of god encounters angelic
encounters visitation encounters spiritual warfare encounters
intercessory encounters and dream encounters release the power of your
encounters and live your everyday life with a new awareness of gods
abiding presence as god awakens your hunger for these divine encounters
he will satisfy your desire

Kneeling on the Promises 1999
teaches readers to be prophetic intercessory prayer warriors to pray god
s promises back to him to effect change and gain new fruitfulness in
personal and even international concerns
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A Call to the Secret Place 2011-07-28
deep inside each one of us is a longing to escape the frantic pace of
life in the 21st century a call to the secret place is your personal
invitation to take that step towards the place lovingly prepared for you
cheering you on will be the voices of other women as shared by michal
ann goll women on the frontlines like madam guyon susanna wesley fanny
crosby basilea schlink gwen shaw beth alves and others their collective
voices call out inviting you to join them in the privacy of a loving
moment with your lord

A Call to Compassion 2016-02-01
jesus lived and breathed compassion he was and is compassion itself a
call to compassion is your personal invitation to discover the joy of
committing your life to a cause higher than your own personal desires
and learn to be a reflection of god s steadfast love be inspired by the
stories of these eleven great women catherine booth cofounder of the
salvation armynancy ward hero and last beloved lady of the cherokee
nationflorence nightingale reformer and pioneer of health care and a
well trained nursing professiongladys aylward missionary to the sick
orphans and poor in chinamother teresa devoted servant to the poor in
calcutta india and the worldamy carmichael missionary in india serving
girls offered as temple prostitutes by their parentscatherine drexel nun
who gave away millions of dollars to help native americans and african
americansphoebe palmer mother of the holiness movementhannah more well
known writer who worked for the abolition of slaveryelizabeth fry prison
reformer in england and europeheidi baker passionate missionary
compelled by love to the poor in mozambique africa and the world god
wants to express his heart through you in new and creative ways be a
pioneer of compassion in your world today

The Mystery of Israel and the Middle East
2021-09-14
you can help compose history before the throne of the almighty pages are
turning on god s prophetic calendar approaching that glorious day when
his son will step once again into the world of time and space what is
the key to this timetable the answer is israel and the controversy over
her destiny affects every nation on earth in an urgent plea for
prophetic watchmen james w goll calls you to join the global prayer
movement to remind god of his promises toward his ancient covenant
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people according to a targeted biblical plan he discusses fascinating
fulfillments to biblical prophecy right up to the present day seven
reasons to pray and stand for israel and guidelines to praying for all
the descendants of abraham the offspring of hagar sarah and keturah jew
and arab alike join with watchmen worldwide to remind god of his
prophetic calendar and watch as he fulfills his promises to israel
readers of this edifying and scripturally rich book will learn how to
pray and intercede for israel as well as see more clearly how what we do
personally contributes to the unfolding of these eternal purposes dr
michael l brown host of the line of fire broadcast author has god failed
you portions of this book were previously published in praying for
israel s destiny and the coming israel awakening

Receiving and Discerning Revelation Study Guide
2013-09-16
this releasing spiritual gifts study guide is part of the chamber of
action series exploring principles experiencing power do you want to
walk in the supernatural gifts of the holy spirit do you want solid
scripture based teaching on each of the nine gifts do you love
testimonies of the power and revelation of god then go no further in
these sessions james draws from scripture and adds perspective from many
diverse streams to bring you clear definitions and exhort you into
activation and release the topics covered are subjects like how does the
holy spirit move what offends the holy spirit and many other lessons
from years of experience find fresh activation in the gifts of the holy
spirit today this study guide is great for individual study in your own
home with a small group or in a classroom setting it also serves as part
of the core curriculum for a course by the same title in our god
encounters training eschool of the heart visit geteschool com for more
info at the end of each detailed lesson are simple questions for your
reflection and review as you work through these lessons you will have
the tools needed to begin walking in the fullness of your spiritual
gifts

Prayers That Strike the Mark 2019-05-07
prayers that strike the mark are specific prayers authorized by the holy
spirit and endowed with divine power to accomplish the will of god in
your life and for the needs of the world on the cross jesus fulfilled
the ultimate answer to all of our prayers but he awaits our invitation
to come into our situations and circumstances when people of prayer
intercede they create a meeting place between the heavenly father and
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his children god comes upon the person who is praying and moves them
from the natural to the supernatural empowered by god the intercessor
has the authority to cut down enemy forces and pick out targets for god
s lightning bolts of glory bringing victory and breakthrough
intercession could be called extreme prayer because it links extreme
needs with the extraordinary power of god inserting ourselves into the
gap between god and a need we call upon the holy spirit our helper who
is ready to move us from finite ability to infinite ability take hold of
difficult situations and help accomplish the will of god we have the
great honor of being called to paint targets on cities churches
ministries family members contemporary sauls those who persecute or
cause difficulty and even ourselves our believing persistent prayers
will strike the mark he covers his hands with the lightning and commands
it to strike the mark job 36 32 nasb

The Lifestyle of a Watchman 2017-04-04
unique powerful call to the front lines of prayer from bestselling
author james w goll a strategic prophetic leader in global intercessory
prayer comes an in depth journey into the heart of what it means to be a
watchman on the wall designed for serious worshipers and intercessors
this unique 21 day journey will help you move to the front lines of
prayer becoming more alert to the presence of god and praying his will
with confidence with reflection questions devotional prayers and
practical application this book will help you discern the specific
spiritual atmosphere around you discover the strategies of god for
certain times pray more effectively for others understand how to
intercede for current events walking in the lifestyle of a watchman
means that you can be the sentinel that god is calling his mature
intercessors to be learn to partner with the strategies of heaven and
step boldly into your calling

The Triumph 2024-03-12
every person is born in a spiritual battle and for a spiritual battle
yet so many of us are under equipped and even losing battles we should
be winning with his trademark prophetic insight bestselling author and
intercessory leader james w goll offers wisdom hands on training and
practical instruction presented in short chapters you can apply
immediately learned from the trenches of spiritual warfare through
comprehensive research biblical teaching and a battle plan for victory
goll equips you to arm yourself with personal and corporate spiritual
weapons discern the real enemy and his tactics stand firm and fight
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effectively enforce the victory of christ on the cross the battle is
raging and it s time for you to take your place on the front lines but
do not fear you were born for this and made to triumph in christ jesus

Búsqueda apasionada 2015-02-04
descubra el corazón de dios usted fue creado con un hueco espiritual que
solamente dios mismo puede llenar la profundidad de su hambre de dios es
la longitud de su distancia hasta Él puede usted estar tan cerca de dios
como quiera son estas afirmaciones meros clichés o señalan a una verdad
que es tan profunda que debería ser el enfoque principal de su vida el
poderoso dios del universo es también su padre celestial que le ama
profundamente Él le entiende a usted desde dentro hacia fuera y desea
que también le conozca a Él personalmente el autor james w goll le guía
con alegría a dejar atrás clichés y entrar en la realidad espiritual de
conocer el corazón de dios mediante una relación intencional y
continuada con Él búsqueda apasionada le muestra cómo abrir su corazón
para encontrarse con el señor viviente a medida que se despliegue su
descubrimiento de dios y su relación con Él sea más profunda se
sorprenderá y se deleitará al oír la voz de Él al aprender de Él y al
tocar su corazón será lleno de la vida de dios y siempre deseará
regresar a buscar más en el proceso será gradualmente transformado para
llegar a ser como Él y reflejar su imagen a otros discover the heart of
god you were created with an internal void that only god himself can
fill the depth of your hunger for god is the length of your reach to him
you can be as close to god as you want to be are these statements mere
clichés or do they point to a truth that is so profound it should be the
main focus of our life the mighty god of the universe is also your
heavenly father who loves you deeply he understands you inside and out
and he desires for you to know him personally too author james w goll
joyfully guides you past the clichés and into the spiritual reality of
knowing god s heart through an intentional ongoing relationship with him
passionate pursuit shows you how to open your heart to encounter the
living lord as your discovery of god unfolds and your relationship with
him deepens you will be surprised and delighted to hear his voice to
learn from him and to touch his heart you will be filled with the life
of god and you will always desire to come back for more in the process
you will gradually be transformed to become like him and to reflect his
image to others

James W. Goll 365-Day Personal Prayer Guide 2008
experience the great wonder of moving in and through god s grace as you
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release his spiritual gifts today in an outpouring of his love and power

Impacting the World Through Spiritual Gifts
Study Guide 2016-02-09
the call of the elijah revolution brings the pounding echoes of
christian hearts to life eternal life that begins here and now we are
not at the mercy of special interest groups unethical businesspeople
ungodly politicians and pornographers we are called to deliver the
message of his saving grace learn how to combat the spirit of baal that
has permeated churches in the united states the bull market our social
political and educational cultures the entertainment industry individual
consciences authors james goll and lou engle seek to inspire an entire
generation to exchange temporal pleasures for a radical and passionate
leap into the spiritual joy of jesus christ you will be propelled into
joining the cries of other lovers of the savior is there not a cause in
the land his answer is yes

The Call of the Elijah Revolution 2011-07-28
experience the great wonder of moving in and through god s grace as you
release his spiritual gifts today in an outpouring of his love and power

Releasing Spiritual Gifts Today Study Guide
2016-02-09
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